
ValProbe® RT Humidity/  
Temperature Logger
HUMIDITY MEASUREMENT FROM 15% TO 95%  

AND TEMPERATURE RANGE FROM 0°C TO 70°C

Measure humidity and temperature simultaneously with 
Kaye’s new humidity logger. The ValProbe RT logger comes 
with RF technology to give users real-time data viewable 
on their Validation Console. With a humidity range of 15% 
to 95%, and a temperature range from 0°C to 70°C, this 
logger has a wide range of capabilities for temperature and 
humidity mappings.

The ValProbe RT humidity logger is designed for accurate, 
convenient and reliable process measurement for 
pharmaceutical, biotech and medical device applications. 
The wireless design greatly simplifies monitoring and 
validation of severe and hard-to-reach environments.

FEATURES 
 ∙ High accuracy measurement: 2% on humidity and  
0.1°C for temperature

 ∙ 100,000 data samples per sensor
 ∙ Field-replaceable digital temp/humidity sensor
 ∙ 1 meter sensor extension cable
 ∙ Economical field-replaceable battery
 ∙ Operator programmable sample rate, start, delay and 
stop function

APPLICATIONS
 ∙ Stability chambers
 ∙ Incubators

 ∙ Warehouses
 ∙ Temperature chambers



FIELD-REPLACEABLE DIGITAL SENSOR
We designed this humidity logger with the end user in mind. 
At Kaye we understand that sending loggers back to the 
manufacturer for factory calibration, verifications, or repairs 
can slow down your production. That’s why this new 
ValProbe RT logger is built with a field-replaceable digital 
sensor. This allows users to quickly and cost-effectively 
replace the sensor without having to send the entire logger 
back to the calibration lab. The sensors are pre-calibrated 
before being sent to the user, guaranteeing precision and 
accuracy right from the start. 

EASY VERIFICATIONS IN YOUR LAB
When verifying for temperature, simply attach the 1-meter 
sensor extension cable for easy verification in a drywell, 
like the Kaye LTR-150. This dry block allows users to 
verify up to 18 humidity/temperature ValProbe RT loggers 
at once, saving a substantial amount of time. Once the 
probe is inserted into the dry block, the ValProbe RT 
software will perform an automatic verification and verify 

the temperature at multiple set points, determining the 
accuracy of the logger.

Verifying relative humidity is also easy by using a 
portable humidity test chamber, which will evaluate the 
performance of multiple ValProbes at a time. The RT 
software will perform an automatic verification of the 
humidity sensors to show if the loggers have drifted. 
Additionally, reports can be generated automatically inside 
the ValProbe RT software, simplifying the process to 
review the report of the loggers. 

These verifications can be performed on site as often as 
needed. And while doing this often does reduce your risk, 
we still recommend sending loggers to our ISO 17025 
accredited laboratory at least once per year to perform an 
As-Found and calibrate the sensors. Upon lab calibration, 
our technicians will provide you with verification 
documentation that includes all pertinent information 
about the loggers.

Kaye representative contact: Request a demo:
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1Warranty and disclaimer: The information mentioned on documents are based on our current tests, knowledge and experience. Because of  

the effect of possible influences in an application of the product, they do not exempt the user from their own tests, checks and trials. A guarantee of 

certain properties or a guarantee for the proper suitability of the product for a specific, especially permanent application can not be derived from our 

data. Liability is therefore excluded to that extent permitted by law. Any proprietary rights of third parties as well as existing laws and regulations must 

be observed by the recipient of the product on his own responsibility.

© 2022 Amphenol Corporation. All Rights Reserved. Specifications are subject to change without notice. Other company names and product names 

used in this document are the registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective owners.
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